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Name:  _________________________
SIGN IMMEDIATELY; PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE RTOS Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___

Question 1 (10pts.) – HTML SSI
Provide the minimal source code for the HTML file that allows to insert an integer value into a Web page.  
The page shall only display the text “pwm=xx” where xx is an integer number.  The name of the server-side-
included variable shall be “num” without “”s.

The file name is: status._____ .

Complete the contents of the file below:

<!DOCTYPE html><html><head><title>Exam 3 Problem 1</title></head><body>

Complete the code here. Make sure it is a valid HTML code.

Question 2 (10pts.) – HTML Form
Provide the minimal source code for the HTML file that contains a form with only one text filed that allows to 
enter an integer number between 1 and 99 and a submit button.  The text field name shall be “num” without 
“”s.  Upon clicking the submit button a web page called setnum.cgi shall be loaded.  Nothing else shall be 
displayed on that web page.  See the lecture about HTML regarding limiting the text filed to integer numbers.

The file name is: form.html .

Complete the contents of the file below:

<!DOCTYPE html><html><head><title>Exam 3 Problem 1</title></head><body>

Complete the code here. Make sure it is a valid HTML code.

Question 3-4 (20pts.) – Incorporating HTML into LwIP project
Explain briefly the process of preparing/encoding the web pages into the source code of the of the program that 
is compiled and loaded into the STM32F7XX board.

Write a short essay answer here… 
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Question 5-6 (20pts.) – Setting up LwIP project
Choose the correct answer for each questions regarding LwIP examples discussed in the lectures and/or utilized 
in the homework assignments:

1. FreeRTOS was enabled false true

2. LwIP was enabled false true

3. SNTP was utilized in Web servers false true

4. DHCP was utilized in Web servers false true

5. DHCP was utilized in MQTT client false true

6. DNS was utilized in Web servers false true

7. DNS was utilized in MQTT client false true

8. HTTPD was utilized in Web servers false true

9. HTTPD was utilized in MQTT client false true

10. MQTT code existed in Web server project false true

Question 7 (10pts.) – Network Topologies
Provide information about communication technologies asked. Leave only choice(s) that apply in each case:

1. Modern Ethernet: Pt-Pt Star Bus Peer-Peer Master-Slave No Collisions

2. CAN: Pt-Pt Star Bus Peer-Peer Master-Slave No Collisions

3. USB: Pt-Pt Star Bus Peer-Peer Master-Slave No Collisions

4. UART/RS232: Pt-Pt Star Bus Peer-Peer Master-Slave No Collisions

Question 8 (10pts.)
Explain briefly the concept of master-slave communication:

Write a short essay answer here… 

Question 9 (10pts.)
Explain the two MISRA C rules and provide a code fragment that shows its violation.
Rule 6.1(R) The plain char type shall be used only for the storage and use of character values.
Rule 6.2 (R) signed and unsigned char type shall be used only for the storage and use of numeric values.

Write a short essay answer here… 
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Incorrect code: Insert your line(s) of code here

Question 10 (10pts.)
Explain the provided MISRA C subset rule and correct the provided fragment of code so that it does 
comply with this rule.  (Do not correct any other MISRA C violations!) 
Rule 12.2 (R) The value of an expression shall be the same under any order of evaluation that the 
standard permits.

Write a short essay answer here… 

Provided code: x = b[i] + i++;

Corrected code: Insert your line(s) of code here

End of the exam.  Please double check your answers.
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